Our journey embracing Modern Foreign Languages as part of the Curriculum
At the beginning of October 2015, we were delighted to be informed by The Confucius Institute Cardiff that Millbrook Primary has achieved official Confucius Classroom status.

Confucius Classrooms are named in honour of the celebrated Chinese thinker and philosopher and are designed to promote the learning of Mandarin and Chinese culture across the World. Millbrook is one of only 12 schools to have Confucius classrooms across Wales and only the 2nd primary school.
Millbrook is a recognised hub for promoting the teaching & learning of Mandarin & Chinese culture.

“Learning about caring; caring about learning”
We have a dedicated Confucius classroom and we teach Chinese cultural activities and Mandarin. This allows us to further improve pupil language and literacy skills within authentic contexts for learning. Over 20 of our students have sat and passed the Youth Chinese test, some at level 2.
Authentic learning: promoting the use of Mandarin

https://twitter.com/i/status/1074749640388550658
Developing new skills through language learning
Professional Learning: learning Mandarin

Mandarin for Teachers

This free six-week Beginner Mandarin course is open to all Primary and Secondary school teachers in Wales. Starting after Easter, hourly after-school sessions will be delivered by tutors from Cardiff Confucius Institute and will take place at a school near you!

Participating schools:
- Millbrook Primary, Newport
- Ysgol Cwm Rhymni, Fleur - de-Lis
- Whitmore High school, Vale of Glamorgan

For more details, or to register for a place, please contact Rachel Andrews (andrewrs11@cardiff.ac.uk)
International Professional Learning: Learning French

More school work!

Parlez-vous Français?

Then some culture
International Professional Learning: Learning Italian

Professional Learning
Languages: whole school approach

Celebrating all our heritages & cultures